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Abstract

Over the last few years there has been a steady increase in interest in the explo-
ration of perovskite materials within photovoltaic research. This can to a large
extent be attributed to the incredible pace at which solar cells based on perovskites
have improved in efficiency during the same time period. Perovskite solar cells
(SCs) are not only an alternative to today’s market leading silicon based devices,
but can also be a complement and improve efficiency by being used together with
silicon in a tandem configuration. For mixed halide perovskites that can be used for
these types of applications, fundamental knowledge about the film formation pro-
cess is still insufficient to overcome some of the challenges faced. A more detailed
understanding of the mechanisms, and of important conditions for film formation
can help to improve the quality of the films and the performance and stability of
the solar cells, which is important in order to develop market-ready solar cell devices.

This project focused on the film formation process of mixed halide perovskites and
on some of the parameters affecting the film formation conditions. The MAPb(Ix,
Br1-x)3 perovskite series with different Br/I ratios was studied in-situ during spin
coating of the film using an optical tracking device. Together with the subsequent
use of SEM imaging, the resulting film morphology could be revealed. How antisol-
vent treatment conditions during spin coating affect the crystallization process and
resulting film was investigated as well as how this translates to device level and the
performance of the solar cells. Further, the effects on film quality and device perfor-
mance when adding an alkali salt as an interface modifier (IM) in between the SnO2

electron transport layer and the perovskite film were studied, as this has been shown
to improve device performance when using other perovskite ionic compositions. [1]
We found that antisolvent treatment was beneficial for formation of closed films with
a smooth surface and that the timing of the antisolvent drop seemed to have a slight
effect on the resulting film quality as well as on device performance. Resulting film
morphology can not be directly translated from tests on glass substrates to device
level as we could see that films that were spin coated on a layer of SnO2 differed in
morphology to those spin coated directly on a glass surface, and the improvement
in film quality using antisolvent treatment became less apparent in these samples.
Further, we found that devices in which KNO3 was included as an IM generally had
less holes in the perovskite film at the interface and the VOC was improved. The
effect of the IM seemed to depend on halide ratio of the perovskite as improvements
in overall device performance could only be observed for the pure iodide perovskite.

Keywords: Mixed Halide Perovskites, Perovskite Solar Cells, Bandgap Tuning,
In-situ Spectroscopy, Antisolvent, Interface Modifier.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Photovoltaics and perovskites

1.1.1 PV basics

A solar cell (SC) generates electricity from sunlight by absorbing photons in the ab-
sorber material. The photons excite electrons in the semiconductor from the valence
band to the conduction band where they ideally can move freely by diffusion and
by influence of an electric field. The minimum difference in potential energy for an
electron in the valence band and in the conduction band is known as the bandgap,
which is material specific. The bandgap for silicon, used in standard SCs, is 1.12
eV while for perovskites it depends on the ionic composition of the material.

For a photon to excite an electron to the conduction band it needs an energy at
least as high as the bandgap, hence photons with a too low frequency cannot be
absorbed to generate current. When an electron has been excited, the newly gained
electrical potential energy can partly be used in the external circuit (which is the
purpose of a solar cell). The electron that has been excited leaves behind a vacancy
in the valence band that will act as a pseudo-particle with positive charge, referred
to as a hole.[2][3]

In order for a solar cell to be of any use, it needs to generate a net flow of elec-
trons in one direction between the electrodes. Doping of the semiconductors with
other elements or charge selective contacts are used to provide the electric field sup-
porting charge separation between electrons and holes so that electrons are extracted
at one contact and holes at the other. Standard silicon solar cells use doping of the
silicon crystals for charge separation, while perovskite solar cells instead use charge
carrier selective contacts where an electron transporting layer (ETL) and a hole
transporting layer (HTL) are put between the perovskite absorber and the standard
contacts.[2][3]

1.1.2 Perovskite basics

Research field

The increase in reported device efficiencies of solar cells based on metal halide per-
ovskites has been very rapid compared to other types of solar cells, which explains
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why they have become a hot topic for photovoltaic research.[4] The combination of
high performance enabled by excellent optoelectronic properties of the perovskite
materials, ease of material and device processing, and potentially low fabrication
costs has led to continually increasing research efforts in perovskite solar cell (PSC)
technology, accelerating the learning curve.[5]

What is a perovskite?

A perovskite is a material which possesses the same crystal structure as CaTiO3,
namely the perovskite structure. A perovskite can be produced using many different
elements but will always be a compound on the form ABX3. In halide perovskites
used for photovoltaics, ”A” is a monovalent cation and ”B” is a divalent cation. By
compositional engineering of perovskite semiconductors, a variety of materials and
bandgaps can be achieved.

For photovoltaic purposes, the most common monovalent A-cations to use are for-
mamidinium (FA), methylammonium (MA) and cesium (Cs). It is possible to use
just one type of ion for each of the ”A, B and X” ions in the perovskite lattice, or
to use a mix of ions, e.g. letting the monovalent A-cation be a mixture of FA and
MA. This means that there is an infinite number of different perovskite compositions
that can be achieved, each with its own unique material properties. The divalent
B cation is often lead (Pb), but lead-free perovskites are also possible by using tin
(Sn) instead of lead. The X anion is often iodide, bromide, or a mix thereof. By
bromide-iodide alloying, higher bandgap materials can be achieved.[4][6][7][8] In this
project, changes in the bromide-iodide ratio is the only variation of the perovskite
composition studied, while the cations are chosen to MA and Pb respectively in
order to reduce complexity.

Challenges

While achieving specific perovskite compositions per se is not very challenging, the
fact that each composition constitutes a new material that behaves differently from
other compositions adds complexity to parameters that are challenging since re-
search results may not be directly translatable between solar cells based on different
perovskite compositions. Achieving stability similar to standard silicon solar cells
is one of the main challenges for PSC development and this becomes further chal-
lenging when trying to achieve this for multiple material compositions that differ in
their stability behaviors.

The stability issues of perovskites are both such concerning long-term aging effects
(gradual decomposition), affected by humidity and temperature conditions etc. as
well as short-term effects such as photo-induced instability that can be observed di-
rectly after fabrication and that is partly reversible.[9][10] There are also up-scaling
challenges for perovskites in order to become industry friendly. These issues must
be solved without too much compromise on manufacturing costs for perovskite SC
technology to be able to compete with, or to improve, current market leading silicon
technologies.[11]
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1.2 Research Problem

The formation process of spin coated perovskite films is not yet fully understood. A
more detailed understanding of how crystallization routes and final film morphology
relate to perovskite precursor chemistry as well as to formation process parameters
can help in optimizing high quality films for highly efficient perovskite solar cells.

1.3 Aim

The aim is to investigate how spin coating process parameters such as antisolvent
treatment conditions (see section 2.3) and the chemistry of the underlying contact
layer influence perovskite film formation, and how these parameters relate to final
film quality and the resulting performance of solar cells. Further, the aim is to
increase the understanding of how the film formation and resulting performance of
the solar cells relate to the halide ratio in the perovskite precursor solution of mixed
halide perovskites.
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2

Theory

2.1 Bandgap tuning and wide-bandgap perovskites

2.1.1 Bandgap tunability and tandem application

The tunability of the bandgap of metal-halide perovskite semiconductors makes
them a promising candidate to use in multi-junction solar cell technology. By alter-
ing the material composition of the perovskite crystals, the bandgap can be increased
or decreased to fit the application whether this is a subcell for a tandem solar cell
or a semi-transparent solar panel in the customer’s favorite color. By gradually
changing the ionic composition of the perovskite, the bandgap can also be gradu-
ally tuned, to achieve a perfect match for the desired application. In the world of
perovskites, a “low-bandgap” semiconductor could have an absorption onset around
1.2 eV whereas a wide-bandgap could have an absorption onset more than twice as
high.[4]

Since even the low-bandgap perovskites have higher bandgaps than silicon, for a
silicon/perovskite tandem cell, a perovskite with a higher bandgap that can fit as
a top-cell for a silicon bottom-cell is desired. For other applications however, a
low-bandgap perovskite could be used alone in a single-junction solar cell or as a
bottom-cell in a perovskite/perovskite double-junction device. For this reason, the
whole spectrum of bandgaps is of interest for the photovoltaic research community.
Using metal-halide perovskites for either one or both subcells in a tandem device has
been identified as a promising approach to achieve scalable, low-cost tandem solar
cells.[4] Though Photon conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of perovskite/silicon tandems
exceeding 29% have already been demonstrated [12], perovskites with a bandgap of
about 1.75 eV that should optimally be used for high-efficiency perovskite/silicon
tandems are not easily achievable for practical use. Mixed bromide-iodide com-
pounds with bandgaps higher than 1.7 eV tend to exhibit photo-induced phase seg-
regation where regions with lower bandgaps are formed within the material. This
has the effect that the maximum open circuit voltage achievable in devices is limited
by the lower bandgap domains. This problem can be addressed by compositional
engineering but is very apparent for the MAPb-based perovskites which are studied
in this project.[4]
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2.1.2 How to tune a bandgap

The bandgap of the perovskite correlates to the dimensions of the crystal, where
a smaller lattice parameter gives a higher bandgap. A smaller crystal lattice in a
perovskite semiconductor can be obtained by the utilization of halide anions with
a smaller effective radius. This means that a bromide-based perovskite crystal has
a higher bandgap than an iodide-based. By varying the halide composition, the
bandgap can be tuned. Bandgap tuning of organic metal halide perovskites for so-
lar cells obtained by varying the halide composition was first reported in 2013 by
Noh et al. [6] who achieved this with the MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3 series, which is exactly
the perovskite series studied in this project. The principle of bandgap tuning of per-
ovskites by halide substitution is however not exclusive to MAPb-based perovskites
but possible for all halide perovskites.[4]

From previous experiments on the MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3 series, it has been shown that
compounds with a bromide ratio higher than 15% will at room temperature have a
cubic crystal structure while those with a lower bromide content have a tetragonal
crystal structure that is similar to that of MAPbI3. According to Unger et al. [4],
there seems to be a clear trend for the negative covariation of lattice parameter
and absorption onset for this perovskite series, based on several subsequent exper-
iments from different laboratories, confirming the results from the first reported
experiments by Noh et al.[6]. The trend is especially apparent for compounds with
absorption onsets ranging from 1.6 to 1.8 eV, while the results differ more between
data sets for absorption onsets exceeding this range. A possible explanation for the
discrepancy shown for the extra high bandgap compounds is that these also show a
higher ionic inhomogeneity [7] [13]. This is however not the case for pure bromide,
which lacks the ionic inhomogeneity of the mixed halide crystals.[4]

2.1.3 Challenges for wide-bandgap PSCs

Hysteresis

Now that perovskite solar cells have reached efficiencies comparable to that of the
market leading solar cell technologies, the next important step is to reach high
operational stability. Among the most common device architectures for PSCs are
thin-film devices with the perovskite layer processed on top of the n-type selective
contact. These are referred to as regular or n-i-p devices.[1] A problem with n-i-p
devices is that they generally exhibit considerable discrepancies between current-
voltage measurements conducted in the forward scan direction compared to the
reverse scan direction, that is from low voltage to high versus from high voltage to
low.[14] This discrepancy between forward and reverse measurement is referred to
as hysteresis and can be quantified by a hysteresis index (HI).[1] There are several
different ways to define the hysteresis index, for the measurements in this project it
will be defined according to equation 2.1:

HI = (PCErev − PCEfor)/PCEfor (2.1)

For an ideally behaving solar cell, there should be no difference in the current-voltage
curve depending on scan direction and hence a HI of 0.
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The mechanisms causing the hysteresis have been proposed to be a combination of
charge carrier recombination, unbalanced charge transport, capacitive effects, and
ion migration at the interface of the transport layer and the perovskite layer. [14]
When it comes to the chemistry of the material, it has been suggested that ionic
defects at the perovskite/metal-oxide interfaces and the accumulation and migration
of ionic defects is the underlying cause of hysteresis.[15][16] Defects at the interface
between perovskite and charge transport layer cause non-radiative recombination
as well as making the quasi-Fermi level splitting disordered. This has the effect of
a reduction in charge carrier concentration as well as decreasing the open circuit
voltage (VOC). This means that the mechanisms behind the hysteresis should have
a negative impact on the performance of the solar cell device. However, the harm
from ionic defect migration in the perovskite does not end with these direct effects
on device performance, it has also been shown to be detrimental to device stabil-
ity.[1] This means that current-voltage hysteresis is also an indicator of an unstable
device.

Hoke effect

For higher bandgap mixed halide perovskites, a well observed but less well explained
photo-induced phase-segregation hinders the achievement of the desired high open
circuit voltage devices. The phenomenon has been referred to as the Hoke effect
as Hoke et al.[7] used this explanation when observing photo-induced low-energy
emission peaks in these materials from photoluminescence measurements. The phe-
nomenon was also observed to partially reverse when the perovskite samples are left
in the dark, which means there is a phase segregation in the material under illumi-
nation and a phase (re)homogenization when no longer exposed to light. The results
from Hoke et al. were exciting news for those researchers who had already assumed
that photo-induced halide migration should be a contributor to the current-voltage
hysteresis observed in these materials, as these results constituted the first direct
evidence for this.[4]

The Hoke effect more specifically means that under illumination, the halides segre-
gate to form iodide rich and bromide rich regions. As the bandgap of the perovskite
correlates with the concentration of iodide vs. bromide, the iodide rich regions cre-
ate low-bandgap environments. This means that the excitons formed by excitation
in a high energy, bromide rich region of the material can diffuse into the low en-
ergy, iodide rich phase which then acts as traps that limit the voltage that can be
extracted from the solar cell device.

The onset of the Hoke effect is dependent on the material composition of the per-
ovskite. Photoluminescence data shows that the MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3 series exhibits a
Hoke effect, which means they emit light from a lower energy phase, for bandgaps
above approximately 1.7 eV, while for example the threshold for the CsPb(Ix,Br1-x)3
series seems to be around 1.9 eV. It is not fully understood what determines the
threshold for the Hoke effect for a specific compound or the composition or energy
level of the lowest emitting energy phase.
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The high bandgap that seems achievable for some compounds without a clear
onset of the Hoke effect might be an indication that alloys with higher crystallinity
and ionic homogeneity can stabilize the phase homogeneity. Photoluminescence
(PL) data show that the energy level of the PL emission peak from the iodide rich
phase seems to be dependent on the cation of the compound. When the material
is in the dark, a more homogenous ionic distribution will be thermodynamically
favorable. However, When the material is illuminated the thermodynamics of the
material is different and seems to favor a more heterogenous distrubution. Some
have argued it could be that the de-mixed states minimize the Helmholtz free en-
ergy in the case of illumination.[4]

Comparing the threshold for the Hoke effect as well as the energy level of the low
energy phase to the bandgap energy levels where a phase shift normally would oc-
cur for the compound might give a clue to what happens in the material. For the
MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3 series, these energy levels are about 1.68 eV, which corresponds
to a bandgap for a composition with a lattice parameter of 6.22 Å, which is approx-
imately the size of the crystal lattice for the ionic composition where the shift from
tetragonal to cubic phase at room temperature is observed[6].

It is not yet entirely clear whether the Hoke effect is a process acting on already
present inhomogeneities, or if the effect would be observed even if a perfectly ho-
mogenous crystal lattice was achieved. It is also not clear if low energy trap states
are intrinsic to all compositions exceeding a certain bromide content or if they are
created upon illumination. However, pre-existing inhomogeneities seem to be an
important factor favoring low energy phases within the material and it has been
found that the Hoke effect is suppressed in highly crystalline materials.

This suggests that the Hoke effect might be possible to avoid in high-bandgap alloys
if very high phase homogeneity could be achieved. Halide inhomogeneities and low
energy trap states are however likely to form in lead halide perovskites since the
activation and formation energies of halide vacancies are relatively low. So even if
a perfectly homogenous mixed halide perovskite is achieved, it is likely that inho-
mogeneities will still form spontaneously under operating conditions for a solar cell.
The realization of Hoke-free, high-bandgap solar cells based on lead halide alloys
might therefore not be realistic.[4]

2.2 Film formation process of mixed halide

perovskites

Rehermann et al. [17] made a previous study on the film formation process of the
MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3 perovskite series during spin coating and annealing with the same
in-situ spectroscopy setup used to study film formation in this project. In their
study, the same perovskite precursor mixes were used as in this project, but the
spin coating was performed without the use of antisolvents. Rehermann et al.[17]
found that there are two competing crystallization pathways that occur to different
degrees during spin coating depending on the halide mix.
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Pure bromide will crystallize directly into a perovskite phase during spin coating,
while a pure iodide first forms an intermediate solvate phase, (MA)2(DMSO)2Pb3I8,
after which it will change into a perovskite phase upon temperature annealing. These
different pathways can partly be explained with iodide interacting more strongly
with DMSO and further not coordinating as strongly to lead compared to bromide.
For the 70% iodide mix, the pathway will look similar to the pure iodide, with
an intermediate solvate phase forming that changes into the perovskite phase upon
temperature annealing, with the difference that the incorporation of some bromide
causes a delay in crystallization onset compared to for the pure iodide.

For the mixed halide solutions with 30% and 60% iodide, both film formation path-
ways will occur during spin coating, which means that a bromide enriched perovskite
phase starts to form while some of the solution forms an iodide rich solvate phase,
hence giving a heterogeneous mix of phases. The halide ratio of the bromide-enriched
perovskite phase depends on the halide mix of the precursor solution, where a higher
bromide content in the precursor solution gives a higher bromide ratio in the per-
ovskite phase forming. The halide ratio also influences the crystallization onset of
the perovskite where a higher iodide content gives a later onset for all the solutions
forming a perovskite phase during spin coating.

During annealing, the solvate phase decomposes into an iodide rich perovskite phase,
and ion exchange between the iodide rich perovskite phase and the bromide rich
phase will occur. This results in more compositional homogeneity than directly
after spin coating, but some ionic heterogeneity still remain after annealing. This
co-crystallization of two different phases during spin coating can explain the ionic
heterogeneity with iodide- and bromide enriched domains found in mixed iodide-
bromide perovskite films. Ionic inhomogeneity pre-existing in the perovskite film
from the film formation can contribute to the Hoke effect found in high-bandgap
PSCs.

2.3 The role of antisolvent in film formation

Several methods have been reported for fabrication of high-efficiency PSCs, includ-
ing spin coating, thermal evaporation, chemical vapor deposition, and spray coating.
Spin coating of the perovskite precursor solution followed by antisolvent (AS) treat-
ment to form the perovskite layer is a common method to fabricate highly efficient
mixed halide PSCs, and is also the fabrication method used in this project.[18]
AS treatment has been used for several of the reported world record efficiency de-
vices.[19]

The working mechanism of antisolvents is speeding up heterogeneous nucleation by
creating instantaneous local supersaturation on the substrate. The AS treatment
process involves complicated interactions between the substances on the substrate
that take place simultaneously and that depend on the physiochemical properties of
the solvents in the precursor solution.[19]

So far, the most popular antisolvents used for perovskite film formation are toluene,
chlorobenzene and diethyl ether. While these three solvents all have been shown
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to perform well in the formation of different perovskite films, their physicochemical
properties differ dramatically. Important to note is that they have not been evalu-
ated for the same type of perovskite, which makes it difficult to fairly and properly
compare them.[19] In this project toluene and ethyl acetate are the antisolvents
used, and which one of these that is chosen in the specific case depend on the Br/I
ratio of the perovskite precursor solution.

When comparing several antisolvents with spin coating of perovskites without AS,
Paek et al.[19] found that antisolvents have a substantial effect on the crystal growth
kinetics and the film morphology on a micrometer scale. The morphology of the
perovskite film is one of the most important parameters that determine the final
performance of PSC devices. The use of a suitable AS would give pinhole free ho-
mogeneous films while the number of holes in films formed without AS treatment
were significantly more. They found that key parameters of the AS are boiling
point, miscibility with the perovskite precursor solution, and the dielectric con-
stant, where antisolvents with a higher boiling point and good miscibility with the
precursor solvents (DMF/DMSO) will give PSCs with higher efficiency and higher
reproducibility. They also found that the use of AS treatment in general lead to
higher VOC and that the solar cells with AS treatment, regardless of which one, had
superior PCE compared to those made without AS treatment.

2.4 Interface modifiers

Several approaches have been investigated to resolve the issues linked to hysteresis,
both efforts to reduce defects in the perovskite using additives, as well as attempts to
modify the perovskite/metal-oxide interface.[15][16] Alkali salts as additives to the
perovskite precursor solution have been shown to increase device performance and
decrease hysteresis.[1] For this project, only the second approach with modification
of the interface has been tried.

A few studies, including a study by Dagar et al. from the lab where the devices for
the project have been fabricated, have used alkali salts as interface modifiers (IMs)
by directly introducing them at the interface. [1] In the Dagar et al. study, they used
the same experimental methods to introduce the IMs as we used in this project, as
well as the same device architecture (ITO/SnO2/IM/perovskite/Spiro/Au), though
the perovskite compositions differed. The alkali salts were spin coated from aqueous
solution (2.5 mg mL−1) on the SnO2 layer, prior to the spin coating of the perovskite
layer.

The study found that all potassium salts tried (KI, KCl, and KNO3) improved
device performance, reduced hysteresis and increased the stability of steady-state
performance. The salt leading to the highest PCE was KNO3, which is therefore
the first salt tried as IM in this project. The study also found that there was a
correlation between the solubility of the potassium salt in the perovskite precursor
solution and the benefit it had on device performance.

In the study, samples with NaCl as IM showed some increase in average PCE and
reduction in HI compared to the control samples. Comparing the sodium-based
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salts tested in this study, chloride as anion seems to be more beneficial than iodide,
though sodium does not seem to make a substantial difference for device perfor-
mance.

The potassium based salts tested in the study showed an improvement in aver-
age PCE as well as reduced HI compared to untreated samples, indicating that
potassium as cation is beneficial for device performance. The average increase of
PCE for devices with KCl as IM was 11% and for KNO3, which showed the best
performance in the study, the average increase of PCE was 15%. The spread in short
circuit density (JSC) was slightly larger for devices with potassium salts compared to
devices without or with other IMs. For both KCl and KNO3, the average VOC, fill
factor (FF), and PCE increased. KI as IM did however not show an improvement in
PCE, but instead a slight decrease. The authors assume that the increased VOC for
KNO3 devices is due to a reduction of charge carrier recombination at the interface.
There was a strong reduction of HI for all K-based salts, which was attributed to
improvements in charge carrier extraction efficiency at the n-type selective contact.

Other studies have added K+ to the perovskite precursor solution and found an
improvement in device performance and stability as well as a reduction in hystere-
sis. [20][21] However it was also found that when added to the perovskite precursor
solution, the potassium would reside at interfaces or form secondary phases of KI,
KBr or non-perovskite KPbI3 rather than being incorporated to the perovskite crys-
tal.[20] For that reason, it would make sense trying to put it directly at the interface.

Dagar et al. conclude from their results that KCl and KNO3 as IMs seem to ef-
fectively suppress hysteresis due to ion redistribution. The phenomena related to
the dynamic responses in perovskites, (internal charge carrier distribution, charge
carrier trapping/de-trapping at interfacial defects, and ion migration), can cause
dynamic capacitive effects that probably occur at different time scales. Surface pho-
tovoltage (SPV) measurements in the Dagar et al. study indicate that there is a
large reduction in hole trapping at the SnO2/perovskite interface for samples with
KNO3 as IM compared to untreated samples, which is likely to be a reason for the
improved device performance. Their findings indicate that potassium salts as IMs
have a highly beneficial effect regarding compensation of interfacial charge-up and
that they can improve interfacial charge carrier extraction. Exactly what mecha-
nisms that lead to the improvements is however so far unknown. The increase in
VOC for KNO3 modified devices is likely due to passivation of interfacial defects.[1]
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3

Methods

3.1 Project outline

In order to help the reader to get a grasp of the project as a whole and of the
motivation behind decisions regarding methods and experiments, here is a short
summary of the project outline regarding the experimental parts in chronological
order.

3.1.1 Learning and preparing characterization setups

The first practical part of the project was learning how to perform External Quan-
tum Efficiency (EQE)- as well as current density-voltage (JV)-measurements with
the setups at Lund University (LU) on standard PSCs made at Helmholtz-Zentrum
Berlin (HZB). This was both for me to gain practical knowledge about the character-
ization methods as well as to prepare the setups in Lund to perform measurements
on PSC-samples from HZB, as there was a plan to use these setups to measure HZB-
samples both from this project as well as in the general HZB and LU collaboration
projects. The solar simulator for the JV-measurements in Lund was completely new
so part of this preparation was setting it up for use in general.

3.1.2 Perovskite film formation

At HZB the first part of the experiments was studying the perovskite film forma-
tion during spin coating with AS treatment, where various perovskite films were
fabricated and characterized. The aim was to study the formation process and final
film quality of the same type of perovskites (MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3) that subsequently
would be used to fabricate solar cells. We made perovskite films with five different
halide ratios in the precursor solution, including pure iodide, pure bromide, as well
as three mixed halide films with different I/Br ratios.

Using in-situ UV-vis spectroscopy we studied how AS treatment and the type and
timing of AS affected the crystallization of the perovskite film for the different halide
ratios. The resulting film properties were also investigated using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and (ex-situ) UV-vis. We first made one batch with perovskite
films on glass substrates, which we measured both in-situ and ex-situ and then one
additional batch where SnO2 first had been deposited on the substrate (in order to
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deposit the perovskite on the same material as we do on device level), which we only
characterized ex-situ using SEM. From the results of the film formation experiments
the type and timing of antisolvents that were tried when fabricating the solar cells
were chosen.

3.1.3 Fabrication of solar cells

During the project we fabricated and characterized four batches of PSCs. For the
first two, AS timing for the perovskite deposition was varied similar to in the previous
film formation experiments, based on the results from these. For the third and
fourth batch we then chose fixed AS timings that seemed reasonable based on the
previous results. In the third and fourth batches, we additionally tried to further
improve the solar cells by adding alkali salts as an interface modifier (IM) prior to the
deposition of the perovskite, as this has previously been shown to be beneficial for
the performance of some standard recipe PSCs at HZB [1]. JV-measurements were
conducted on all batches and additionally some batches were characterized using
Maximum Power Point (MPP) tracking, EQE, SEM (cross-sectional with side-view
of the sample), and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Due to limited time and quality of
resulting data, all measurements are not presented in the report.

3.1.4 Characterization of solar cells at Lund University

An attempt was made to transport the last two batches of solar cells to Lund, to
characterize them with the setups there. Unfortunately, the software for the JV-
setup at LU was still a work in progress as the samples arrived in Lund, with the
consequence that the samples were measured more than a month after they had been
fabricated. JV- as well as PL-measurements were carried out in Lund. We also tried
to perform electroluminescence measurements but failed since the gold contacts on
the samples were too easily torn off by the conductive tape that we used to connect
them to the voltage source. Since the solar cells did not generate any photocurrent
during the JV-measurements in Lund, the results of these measurements are not
included in the report.

3.2 Fabrication methods

The perovskites used for all samples fabricated and studied in this project is the
MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3 series with varying halide compositions. A total of four batches of
PSCs were fabricated as well as two batches of perovskite films on substrates that
were not further processed into solar cell devices but used to study film formation.
These two batches of perovskite films are referred to as OB1-2 (Optical Batch 1-2)
and the solar cell batches are referred to as SCB1-4 (Solar Cell Batch 1-4), with
numbering in the order of date of fabrication. Not all batches in the project have
been characterized with the same methods, but the samples themselves differ only
slightly between batches, details about the differences are found in the following
sections describing fabrication methods. Table S1-S6 with detailed information on all
fabricated samples (OB1-2 and SCB1-4) can be found in the Supporting Information
(SI).
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3.2.1 Fabrication of perovskite films

The batches with perovskite films that were made to study film formation and mor-
phology were fabricated similarly to the solar cell batches regarding the perovskite
deposition. The process steps to make the optical batches are described in the
following section. For OB1, the perovskite layer is deposited directly on a glass sub-
strate. For OB2, the contact and charge transport layer that precedes the perovskite
layer in the solar cell batches, are also included, meaning a pre-coated layer of ITO
followed by a layer of SnO2. The iodide to bromide ratios used in the perovskite
precursor solutions for both of the optical batches are Xsol = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.7 and 1.

a) Preparing glass substrates
1) Numbering substrates
The substrates were numbered on the glass side with a diamond scribe pen, which
is either of the sides for the plain glass substrates used for OB1 and the side without
ITO for OB2. For OB2, substrates pre-coated with fully covering ITO were used.
2) Cleaning substrates
The numbered substrates were put in a glass staining trough.

i) Mucasol 2% was poured into the sample holder to fully cover the substrates.
The sample holder was put in an ultrasonic cleaner for 15 minutes.
ii) The substrates were then cleaned with isopropanol and put in the ultrasonic
cleaner for 15 minutes and subsequently dried with a N2-gun.

b) Silver back mirror (OB1)
A silver layer was deposited using evaporation on the back side of the glass substrate
for OB1 in order to have a mirror for the in-situ optical measurements. The silver
mirror thickness was 80 nm. The substrates with silver back mirror were then put
in the UV ozone cleaner prior to spin coating of the perovskite layer.

c) SnO2 electron transport layer (OB2)
A layer of SnO2 was deposited before the deposition of the perovskite. This step
was included for OB2 only.
1) Spin coating
The substrates were spin coated with a solution of SnCl2-2H2O in ethanol with a
concentration of 22.5 mg SnCl2-2H2O per ml ethanol. For each substrate 70 µl of
SnCl2-solution was spin coated twice, first one drop at 1500 rpm for 30 s, then a
second drop at 2500 rpm for 30 s. This should give a total layer thickness of the
SnO2 of 20 nm. After spin coating, the substrates were put on a hot plate at 180°C
for annealing. Oxygen from the air reacts with the tin on the substrate to form
SnO2.
2) The substrates are put in ozone plasma in the UV ozone cleaner for 25 minutes
to improve film quality by cleaning and polarizing the surface.

d) Perovskite
While depositing the perovskite layer on OB1, in-situ UV-vis measurements were
also performed in order to study the crystallization process, see chapter on char-
acterization techniques for details. All steps for making the perovskite films were
performed in N2-gloveboxes.
1) Preparing solutions
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i) Scaling solids
The solids used were PbI2, MAI, PbBr2 and MABr. The solids were scaled and
put in individual vials.
ii) Mixing with solvents
The solvent used for the perovskite solutions was a mixture of DMF and DMSO
with the ratio 4:1 DMF:DMSO. The solvent was added to the vials with PbI2
and PbBr2 and the vials were then put in a shaking rack until all the solids
were dissolved. The amount of solvent added was adapted to form solutions
with a concentration of 1 M of PbI2 and PbBr2 respectively. The PbI2 solution
was added to the vial with MAI and the PbBr2 solution was added to the vial
with MABr so as to have solutions for MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 respectively. The
amount of solution added was also adapted to form solutions with a concen-
tration of 1 M of MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 respectively.
iii) Mixing perovskite solutions with different halide ratios
From the MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 solutions, the solutions for the mixed halide
perovskites, MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3, were obtained by mixing these solutions in
different ratios.

2) Spin coating
The perovskite solutions were spin coated on the substrates at 4000 rpm for 60 s.
The type of perovskite solution used for each sample can be seen in Table S1-S2 in
SI:1. As AS either toluene or ethyl acetate was used with different drip timings.
The type and timing of AS for each sample can also be found in the SI. The amount
of AS per sample was 150 µl. While the perovskite solution was placed on the sam-
ple prior to starting the rotation program of the spin coater, the antisolvents were
dripped during the spinning. After spin coating, the samples were put on a hot
plate for annealing at 100°C for 30 min.

3.2.2 Device architecture

All SCs fabricated had a n-i-p structure and only small changes were made for the
subsequent batches from the structure of the first batch. The first and second batch
had the following layout from the front to the backside of the solar cell, which also
corresponds to the order in which the layers were fabricated:

• Glass substrate with pre-coated and pre-structured (laser scribed) ITO

• SnO2 as electron transport layer

• Perovskite MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3

• Spiro-OMeTAD as hole transport layer

• Gold as back contact

For SCB3-4 some solar cells additionally to the just mentioned layers had an IM
alkali salt between the SnO2 and the perovskite. The IMs used were KNO3, KCl,
and NaCl respectively. See solar cell stack in Fig. 3.1. Every substrate used for
solar cell fabrication contained six individual photovoltaic (PV) devices with an area
of 0.16 cm2 each, which was ensured by the structure of the laser-scribed ITO, see
Fig.3.2. The halide ratios in SCB1-2 were Xsol = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.7 and 1, where Xsol is
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the iodide ratio in the perovskite precursor solution. These were the same ratios as
used for the optical batches. For SCB3-4, the 0.7 mix was changed to 0.8 in order
to achieve a more even spread.

Figure 3.1: The solar cell stack, with the
front side of the solar cell at the bottom in
the figure. The alkali salt layer is only in-
cluded for batches 3-4.

Figure 3.2: Sample viewed from backside
with gold back contacts covering the so-
lar cell active areas which are marked in
green. Silver paste is added on contacts
where they are connected to measuring
tools.

3.2.3 Device fabrication

Some of the fabrication steps for the devices are the same as for the optical batches,
in which case the reader is referred to the previous section about film fabrication for
optical batches.

a) Preparation of ITO-coated glass substrates
1. Numbering substrates
The substrates were numbered on the glass side with a diamond scribe pen.
2. Cleaning of substrates

i) Mucasol 2% was poured into the glass beaker containing the substrates, fully
covering the substrates. With Mucasol the beaker was put in an ultrasonic
cleaner for 15 minutes at 40°C.
ii) Mucasol was replaced with distilled water and the beaker with substrates was
put in the ultrasonic cleaner for 15 minutes.
iii) Distilled water was replaced with acetone and the beaker was put in the
ultrasonic cleaner for another 15 minutes.
iv) Acetone was replaced with isopropanol and the beaker was put in the ultra-

sonic cleaner for 15 minutes.
v) The substrates were dried with a nitrogen gun and put in a UV ozone cleaner
for 15 minutes.

b) SnO2 electron transport layer
This step was performed with the same procedures as for the optical samples, see
the section on fabrication of perovskite films for details. For the solar cell samples
a last third step was also included:
3) The SnO2 film was removed from the substrates on the sides where the front
contacts are according to Fig. 3.2. This is performed using a swab with ethanol.
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c) Interface modifier (SCB3-4)
For some samples an IM was deposited on the SnO2 before the deposition of the
perovskite. For SCB3, half of the samples were spin coated with a layer of KNO3

while the other half of the samples did not have any IM. The solution for spin coat-
ing was prepared from mixing KNO3 with distilled water with a concentration of
2.5 mg KNO3 per ml of water. The vial with the solution was put in a shaking rack
at 25°C for the salt to completely dissolve. The samples were spin coated with 100
µl of the KNO3 solution each. After spin coating the samples were put on a hot
plate for annealing at 120°C. For SCB4, half of the samples were made with KCl
as IM and the other half with NaCl, the same process was used for SCB4 as for SCB3.

d) Perovskite
The fabrication of the perovskite film was performed with the same procedures as
for the optical samples, see the section on fabrication of perovskite films for details.
The halide mixes used for the solar cells were Xsol = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.7 and 1 for SCB1-2
and Xsol = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 for SCB3-4. For SCB1-2 80 µl of perovskite pre-
cursor solution was used per sample and for SCB3-4 100 µl was used.

e) Spiro-OMeTAD hole transport layer
The Spiro solution was spin coated on top of the perovskite at 1800 rpm for 30 s.
80 µl of Spiro solution per sample was used.

f) Gold back contact
The gold contact was evaporated on the sample in a vacuum chamber at 10−6 mbar.
A mask was used to make sure the gold is only deposited where the back contacts
should be. A layer thickness of 80 nm was deposited.

3.3 Characterization techniques

3.3.1 In-situ UV-vis

In order to study the crystallization process of the perovskite layer during spin
coating an in-situ spectroscopy setup was used. With this setup the UV-vis trans-
flectance of the sample is tracked with sub-second resolution during the spin coating
process. The in-situ measurements can give information about film formation kinet-
ics, pathways and intermediate phases as well as the final film morphology. For this
project the main focus was to use it to study the crystallization onset for different
perovskite precursor solution mixes under varying AS treatment conditions.

A schematic of the setup can be seen in Fig. 3.4. The in-situ UV-vis setup consists
of a white light halogen lamp (Thorlabs SLS201L/M) outside the glovebox as the
light source which is coupled with neutral density filters on the inside of the glovebox
to adjust light intensity. Optical fibers lead the light to the reflectance probe (Ocean
Optics QR400-7-UV-BX) mounted just above the spin coater where the sample is
prepared. The light leaves the tip of the reflectance probe through its center fiber,
about 1 cm above the sample, and a silver mirror on the backside of the sample
enables part of the non-absorbed light to reflect back and be collected via several
small collection points around the center of the reflectance probe tip. The measure-
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ment mode used is called transflectance since the signal consists of a combination of
the transmitted and reflected light (see schematic in Fig. 3.3). Absorptance refers
to the ratio of the light that is not collected, consisting of the light absorbed or
scattered by the film. The collected light is led to a spectrometer (Ocean Optics
Flame FLMS12200) outside the glovebox and the obtained data is processed by a
connected computer.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of transflectance. Adapted from [22]

With this in-situ setup it is also possible to measure transflectance during an-
nealing or to study photoluminescence of the sample, but within this project only
UV-vis during spin coating was studied. From the spectrometer the transflectance
of each wavelength over the measured time is obtained. The measurement ideally
starts exactly when the perovskite precursor solution is dripped on the substrate,
but since this must be done manually there is always a small difference between
actual drip time and the onset of measurement which affects when crystallization
seems to occur.

Figure 3.4: Schematic of in-situ UV-vis setup. Adapted from [22]
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3.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM uses electrons instead of photons, which allows for a higher resolution of the
resulting images compared to an optical microscope because of the shorter wave-
lengths of electrons. The sample is put in a vacuum chamber where an electron
beam is scanned over the surface. The electrons interact with the sample surface
and as the electrons are collected, they can be used to create an image of the sur-
face. The sample is being electrically connected to a sample holder (in our case
with conducting copper tape) so that electric charge will not be accumulated during
measurements. The sample holder is a metallic flat surface, allowing for different
shapes and sizes of probes.

SEM has been used for two different types of measurements of samples in this
project. First it has been used for the perovskite films in the optical batches with
a top-down view on the perovskite surface. With this view the morphology of the
perovskite film can be studied in terms of grain size, coverage etc. Estimations of
film quality from these images helped to determine the fabrication parameters of
the perovskite layer in the solar cells.

For the solar cells in SCB3, SEM was used to acquire side-view cross-sectional im-
ages of the solar cell samples. With cross-sectional images it is possible to see where
the perovskite film is not in contact with the underlying layer, which can be seen
as “holes” in the film at the interface. This is interesting since the holes limit the
contact area where charge extraction can take place.

3.3.3 Current-Voltage analysis (JV)

Several characterization methods have been used within this project, but most em-
phasis both in terms of quantity of measurements as well as data analysis has been
on current density-voltage (JV) measurements. In JV-measurements the solar cell is
connected to a voltage source that scans over a preset range of voltage biases while
simultaneously a solar simulator is used to shine light with a preset spectrum.

The resulting current from the solar cell is measured for each voltage step in the
range and with the active area of the solar cell defined, the result is a current density
per active area vs. voltage curve. With the software of the JV-setup immediately
providing the plotted curve while the measurement is performed, and given it is
known what the characteristic JV-curve of a solar cell looks like, it is possible to
estimate how far from ideal the solar cell is behaving already while measuring. An
example of a JV-scan for one of the solar cells fabricated in this project can be seen
in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Example of a JV-scan for a solar cell with the forward scan as a dashed line.
The Maximum Power Point (MPP) for the reverse scan is marked as well as the VOC and
JSC .

Some performance parameters derived from the JV-scan are provided directly by
the JV-setup software. Among these, JSC , VOC , PCE and FF are presented in the
project. While the values of JSC and VOC can be seen directly from the scan plot,
PCE is derived from the Maximum Power Point (MPP), which is the point on the
curve where the resulting power (i.e. J · V ) is the highest. The FF is calculated as
the product of the current density and voltage at the MPP divided by the product
of the open circuit voltage and the short circuit current density, as seen in Eq. 3.1.

FF =
JMPP · V MPP

JSC · V OC

(3.1)

These mentioned parameters are derived for each scan direction. When the val-
ues of the scan directions are not differentiated in the presented results, the value
presented is always the mean value of the forward and reverse scan for a SC.

One way to spot and quantify non-ideal behavior for a solar cell is to evaluate
the difference between the JV-curve that scans from low voltage to high voltage
(the forward scan), and the curve when scanning in the other voltage direction (the
reverse scan). Both scan directions are always measured and for three out of four
batches of solar cells in this project, the reverse scan direction has been performed
first, followed by the forward scan. The discrepancy between these curves is referred
to as hysteresis and can be quantified with a hysteresis index (HI), see Eq. 2.1.

In order to perform a JV-measurement, not only the start and end values for the
applied voltage need to be provided but also other inputs such as the size of each
voltage step and the delay time after each voltage step prior to measuring the result-
ing current. Although for an ideal solar cell, only the start and end values should
influence what the JV-curve looks like, given several non-ideal behaviors in PSCs,
what these input variables are set to can give quite different results. The differences
in these results when changing scan conditions can give clues to what mechanisms
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are taking place in the cells and hence to the cause of non-ideal and unstable be-
havior of the solar cell.

It is known that several different phenomena cause hysteresis to different extents,
and it is also known that the time-scale on which those phenomena occur differ. By
changing the scan rate for the JV-measurements, it is possible to get a hint on what
time scale the mechanism causing hysteresis act, and hence which phenomenon that
might be. For example, hysteresis in a fast JV-scan performed on a much smaller
time scale than a particular phenomenon potentially causing hysteresis can occur,
must be caused by some other mechanism which takes place on a smaller time scale.
In this project hysteresis is one of the performance parameters that has been stud-
ied, and in order to provide more information on this, most solar cells have been
measured with several different scan rates. However, all results presented in the
report are based on JV-scans with a delay time of 40 ms between each voltage step
and the subsequent measuring of the current.

For all JV-measurements in this project the global standard spectrum, AM1.5G,
has been used, which resembles normal conditions for a solar cell in use in clear
weather. Dark-JV measurements were also conducted, meaning the measurements
are performed in the same manner but without shining light on the solar cell, provid-
ing a JV-curve without photocurrent. Dark-JV cannot tell if the solar cell performs
as a solar cell, i.e. generating photocurrent, but it shows the electrical behavior
without light absorption. The dark-JV curve should look like a diode if it works
normally, which is far from always the case when making non-standard PSCs.

In the project a total of three JV-setups have been used, two at the Helmholtz
Zentrum in Berlin, Germany, where the solar cells were manufactured, and one
setup at the physics department of Lund University, Sweden. All results from JV-
measurements presented in the report are from measurements at the setups in Berlin.

3.3.4 Data analysis

All calculations for data analysis have been made using Excel or MATLAB, and
all plots are created in MATLAB. The MATLAB code for the in-situ UV-vis plots
presented was provided by my lab supervisor Carolin Rehermann. The reasoning
behind the selection of solar cell data excluded from the presented results can be
found in SI:4.

Analysis of cross-sectional SEM-images for the estimation of hole fraction of the
film has been made with ImageJ. When estimating the hole fraction of the film us-
ing ImageJ, a tool for measuring distances was used to measure the length of each
hole. The start and end point of each hole was estimated visually as automatic
threshold based tools did not provide sufficient accuracy. Since the images only
show the cross-section of each hole, the estimations of the hole fractions are based
on one dimensional measurements of the holes.
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4

Results and discussion

4.1 Antisolvent treatment in film formation

In the first study that was carried out within this project we focused on the film
formation of the MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3 perovskite series and the role of AS treatment
on film formation. The main part was studying the film formation in-situ with an
optical tracking setup while carrying out the spin coating of the perovskite layer.
The film formation without any AS was first studied, which shows the natural
crystallization onset for the particular halide mix. Knowing when the crystallization
occurs, AS drip times can be chosen, as the AS drop should be set before the self-
crystallization. For each mix one or several drip times were tried and studied. Using
the in-situ results together with SEM images of the resulting film surfaces, the AS
treated samples can be compared to the non-treated samples as well as to other AS
drip times. Additionally, samples were made with SnO2 as the underlying surface
to spin coat the perovskite onto as the perovskite is spin coated on a SnO2 surface
when making solar cell devices. Lastly, the effect of AS timing was tested on device
level to see if and how it influences device performance.

4.1.1 Film formation

In this section the results of the optical in-situ film formation tracking results to-
gether with SEM images of resulting films are presented for each halide mix included.
For all halide ratios, except for the 70% iodide mix, for which the in-situ experiment
partly failed, six images are presented. The leftmost images are 2D-plots of the
in-situ tracking, showing the time from when the spin coating of the perovskite pre-
cursor solution starts on the x-axis, and photon energy on the y-axis. The colorbar
shows the proportion of photons that are absorbed or scattered by the film and thus
not reflected back to the detector, referred to as absorptance. The initial color of
dark blue indicates that all the photons pass through the wet film and are reflected
back to the detector from the silver mirror at the backside of the sample. Shifts in
color indicate increased absorption and/or scattering from the sample as the crystal-
lization starts. The upper heat map shows a sample without AS treatment and the
image below shows one of the AS treated samples. The upper middle image shows
the absorptance spectra at t = 60 s, where the blue graph is the sample without AS
treatment and the graphs with other colors are samples with AS treatment. The
samples are represented by the same respective color in the plot below, showing the
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absorptance evolution over time, averaged over a range of wavelenghts. To the right
the SEM images of the resulting film surfaces of the two samples represented to the
left are shown. In SI:2, additional SEM images including more AS drip times as well
as the samples spin coated on SnO2 can be found.

MAPbBr3

Figure 4.1: In-situ optical monitoring during film formation for the Xsol = 0 solution,
and SEM images of resulting films. The images to the left show the formation process of
a sample without AS (upper image) and with an AS drop at t = 5 s (below). The upper
middle image shows the absorptance spectra at t = 60 s for the two cases, blue showing
the sample without AS. The image underneath shows the development of the averaged
absorptance over time. The SEM images to the right show the resulting film morphology
of the sample without AS and the sample with AS (below).

In Fig. 4.1 the evolution of the optical signal during spin coating of a MAPbBr3
sample can be seen. The upper left image shows a change in the optical features
after about 25 s with an edge around 2.3 eV, but also a decrease in the optical signal
for longer wavelenghts. The edge at 2.3 eV can be attributed to the absorption onset
of the MAPbBr3 crystal which is a high bandgap perovskite, while the baseline shift
indicates increased scattering from the sample. Since the self-crystallization of the
sample occurs around 25 s after the onset of the spin coating, a suitable AS drip
time should be before this. The lower heat map shows the film formation with an
AS drop at 5 s after the spin coating is initiated. In this image, the baseline shift
is very slight compared to the upper image. This difference can also clearly be seen
in the absorptance at 60 s plot (the upper middle image) where the blue line shows
much higher scattering for the longer wavelengths not absorbed by the perovskite.
The difference in scattering between the samples indicates that the film surface of
the sample with no AS is rougher compared to the AS treated sample. In most cases
a smooth surface is preferable on device level and indicates a higher quality film.
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The SEM images also confirm the results from the in-situ measurements, show-
ing that the AS treated sample has a closed film with a smoother surface compared
to the non-treated sample. These results indicate that using AS treatment improves
film quality when forming a pure bromide perovskite. In Fig. S1 in SI:2, SEM
images also show a sample with tAS = 15 s next to the 5 s sample which also has a
closed film but with some more surface defects visible compared to the 5 s sample.
This indicates that early crystallization might be beneficial for the film quality. In
the same image, films spin coated on a SnO2 surface show closed and rather smooth
films both in the case without AS and in the case with AS, but with a more spotty
surface on the sample without AS treatment. From this it seems like the difference
in film quality between AS treated films and non treated films might be smaller when
spin coated on a SnO2 surface as compared to when they are spin coated directly
on glass substrates.

MAPb(I0.3,Br0.7)3

Figure 4.2: In-situ optical monitoring during film formation for the Xsol = 0.3 solution,
and SEM images of resulting films. The images to the left show the formation process of
a sample without AS (upper image) and with an AS drop at t = 10 s (below). The upper
middle image shows the absorptance spectra at t = 60 s for the two cases and an additional
AS timing, blue showing the sample without AS and orange and yellow showing the cases
with AS timing of 10 and 30 s respectively. The image underneath shows the development
of the averaged absorptance over time. The SEM images to the right show the resulting
film morphology of the sample without AS and the sample with AS at t = 10 s (below).

With 30% iodide, the in-situ heat map shows a similar evolution for the AS treated
sample as for the pure bromide sample. Also in this case there is a visible baseline
shift at the crystallization onset for the sample without AS, indicating more scat-
tering of the light and hence a rougher surface of the sample, but the shift is only
slight and in the absorptance spectra at 60 s, there is no clear difference between the
three cases of AS conditions tested. However, from the SEM images we can see that
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the AS treated film is closed and quite smooth while the non-treated film is rough
with big defects and possibly pinholes. Also in this case, it seems like AS treatment
improves film quality.

For this mix it seems that an early AS drop at 10 s gives a somewhat slower nu-
cleation process compared to an AS drop closer to the natural crystallization onset.
Without AS treatment, the crystallization onset is at about 35 s, which means the
range of suitable drip times is before 35 s. The SEM images seen in Fig. S2 show
that both AS timings seem to produce closed and somewhat smooth films, the dif-
ference between the two is too small to say which timing would be preferable. For
this halide mix, both the film with and without AS treatment fabricated on a SnO2

surface are closed and somewhat smooth.

MAPb(I0.6,Br0.4)3

Figure 4.3: In-situ optical monitoring during film formation for the Xsol = 0.6 solution,
and SEM images of resulting films. The images to the left show the formation process
of a sample without AS (upper image) and with an AS drop at t = 30 s (below). The
upper middle image shows the absorptance spectra at t = 60 s for the two cases and two
additional AS timings, blue showing the sample without AS and orange, yellow and purple
showing the cases with AS timing of 10, 30 and 55 s respectively. The image underneath
shows the development of the averaged absorptance over time. The SEM images to the
right show the resulting film morphology of the sample without AS and the sample with AS
at t = 30 s (below).

The natural crystallization onset for the 60% iodide mix is after about 55 s, which
means it is barely visible in the heat map using a time range of 60 s. It is, however,
easily seen in the averaged absorptance plot. In the extended time heat map, see
Fig. S6 in SI:3, it can be seen that there is a baseline shift in the no AS case which
indicates a rough surface. This is confirmed by the SEM image showing a low qual-
ity film with several pinholes and defects. Also for this mix, the SEM image shows a
smoother, higher quality film for the AS treated sample. Noteworthy in this case is
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that an AS drop set as early as after 10 s did not initiate immediate crystallization,
as seen in the averaged absorptance plot, but instead the crystallization occurs after
about 40 s, which is even later than for the sample with an AS timing of 30 s. The
small bump on the red graph in the averaged absorptance graph shows the timing
of the AS drop. Still the AS drop at 10 s clearly initiates earlier crystallization
compared to the no AS case. This result indicates that for ionic compositions with
a late natural crystallization onset there is a limit to how early an AS drop can be
set in order to immediately induce crystallization. Further experiments would be
needed to confirm if this is the case.

The resulting films of the samples that were treated with AS after 10 s and 30
s respectively, as seen from the SEM images in Fig. S3, are both quite smooth
without any major visible defects, showing a similar film quality for both AS tim-
ings, both clearly exceeding the film quality of the sample not treated with AS.
It looks like both an early and a later AS drop improves film quality in a similar
way, indicating that immediate initiation of crystallization from the AS probably
is not necessary in order to improve film quality. When an AS drop is set at 55 s,
around the natural crystallization time, the AS does not seem to impact the time of
crystallization. However, it seems like it could produce a slightly more rapid process
once initiated. There is unfortunately no SEM image for this AS timing to show the
resulting film.

For the 60% iodide mix, the films on SnO2 do not look as smooth as the ones
spin coated on glass, both showing some larger surface defects. However, it looks
like the sample with AS treatment has somewhat smaller defects compared to the
no AS sample. In the case of this mix, it looks like the underlying surface that the
perovskite layer is spin coated on might have a bigger influence on the resulting film
quality, where the perovskite films spin coated on SnO2 give a worse film quality
than when spin coated on glass. In this case it would be very interesting with in-situ
results for the samples spin coated on SnO2 to see if the crystallization of the film
with AS at 10 s is delayed also when spin coated on another surface.

MAPb(I0.7,Br0.3)3

For the Xsol = 0.7 mix, the in-situ measurements for a sample without AS treatment
failed and thus the results are not included in the report, see Fig. S7 in SI:3 for
some of the plots. A couple of things can be mentioned about the results of the
AS treated samples. We see from the heat maps of the sample with an AS drop at
10 and 30 s respectively, that there is a baseline shift, indicating the formation of
a crystalline phase. However, there is no optical feature within the range of wave-
lenghts measured, which would be the case for a perovskite crystal. This means that
the phase is not a MAPb(I0.7,Br0.3)3 perovskite phase. Likely, this is an intermedi-
ate non-perovskite solvate phase, possibly the (MA)2(DMSO)2Pb3I8 solvate phase
earlier reported by Rehermann et al.[17], but this would need to be confirmed by
examining the crystal structure using for example XRD.

What we also can see in Fig. S7 is that when toluene is used as AS at 30 s it
does not seem to induce any crystallization. When it comes to the resulting films,
see Fig. S4, toluene treatment after 30 s seems to lead to many big holes in the
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film, which is also an indicator of toluene not being a suitable AS choice for high
iodide mixes. The sample without AS treatment (Fig. S7) also has many holes and
defects. The films with EtAc as AS, at 10 s and 55 s respectively, are both closed
but not very smooth. On the SnO2 samples, both the AS treated film and the non
treated film look smooth and do not have any visible defects. For the 60% mix the
films were clearly of lower quality on a SnO2 than on glass, while for the 70% mix
we see the opposite. Further experiments are needed to verify that the SnO2 layer is
a better underlying surface for some ionic compositions of the perovskite precursor
than it is for others.

MAPbI3

Figure 4.4: In-situ optical monitoring during film formation for the Xsol = 1 solution,
and SEM images of resulting films. The images to the left show the formation process of
a sample without AS (upper image) and with an AS drop at t = 30 s (below). The upper
middle image shows the absorptance spectra at t = 60 s for the two cases, blue showing
the sample without AS and orange showing the sample with AS. The image underneath
shows the development of the averaged absorptance over time. The SEM images to the
right show the resulting film morphology of the sample without AS and the sample with AS
(below).

For 100% iodide, an AS drop set at around the natural crystallization onset at 30
s does not affect the onset timing but seem to initiate more rapid crystallization,
similar to the 55 s drop for the 60% mix. In the heat map it is clear that the
there is a more graudal change in the no AS case while the change is very abrupt
in the AS case. It should be noted however, that the baseline shift is so sharp that
this could instead be due to measurement errors. What we see for the 100% iodide
mix both in the heat maps and in the absorptance plot at 60 s is that there is no
optical feature within the investigated spectra, showing that it is not the MAPbI3
perovskite being formed. Again, we speculate that this is a solvate phase, based on
the results of the Rehermann et al. study [17]. The results in this project show that
the formation route with a solvate phase forming during spin coating is probably
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the preferred formation route also when using AS treatment. Interestingly, it looks
like the AS drop is beneficial to film quality also in the case where it only speeds up
the crystallization of the intermediate phase which means high film quality of the
intermediate phase film probably translates into a higher quality of the subsequently
formed perovskite film.

It should be noted that SEM images with 10kx magnification level are lacking for
the AS treated sample on glass for this mix, see Fig. S5, which means it can be that
there are defects also for this film that are not captured at the greater magnification
level, as is the case for the no AS sample. From the 10kx magnification level image
of the no AS sample, it is clear that the film has several larger holes. The larger
cracks between crystals in the image of the AS treated samples is likely due to the
SEM characterization and not related to the innate film.

From the SnO2 samples it is even more evident that the untreated sample has many
large holes in the film and also an overall uneven surface. The AS treated sample
looks similar, also with several holes and an uneven surface, however the holes of
the 30 s AS timing sample are significantly smaller than the holes of the no AS film.
From the SEM images it looks like AS treatment improves the film quality for the
pure iodide perovskite both when spin coated on glass and on SnO2. From the SnO2

sample we can see that the film quality of the AS treated sample is still quite low,
it may be that earlier AS timings would produce closed, hole free films.

4.1.2 Antisolvent drip timing on device performance

The effect of AS drip timing on solar cell device performance was investigated. The
resulting performance in terms of JSC and VOC can be seen in Fig. 4.5. The re-
sulting JSC and VOC plotted for each SC is the mean value of the forward and
reverse JV-scan. Many solar cells either failed completely to generate photocurrent
or had a JV-curve deviating too much from the characteristic solar cell behavior to
be considered as reliable data and were hence discarded from the presented data set,
only those remaining are seen in Fig. 4.5. SI:4 includes an explanation on how the
solar cells were categorized to have acceptable JV-behavior and be included, or too
deviating and be discarded from the presented data. Further I will simply refer to
the solar cells included as functioning devices.

The large proportion of non-functioning devices unfortunately resulted in too lit-
tle remaining data to draw reliable conclusions regarding which timing of the AS
drop that produces the best perovskite layers at device level for each of the halide
mixes.

In the plots the blue, red, and green dots represent devices from the first, sec-
ond, and third batch of SCs respectively. It can clearly be observed that in some
cases the average difference in the results between the batches for the same AS drip
time exceeds the difference in results between different AS timings. This makes it
difficult to attribute any observed difference in results to the drip times. Addition-
ally, results within the same batch and timing are not independent as there are six
devices on one single fabricated sample, meaning that some of the data points in
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the plots represent devices from the same sample and what looks like a statistical
difference between AS timings could be random differences between different sam-
ples, unrelated to AS timing.

Being aware of the shortcomings of the quality of the results presented, a few obser-
vations can be made which potentially can give some hints to what can be studied
further. Overall it seems like the AS timing for the cases observed only slightly
influences the performance. The optimal AS drip timing seems to depend on the
precursor solution composition. Within the scope of this project, insufficient exper-
imental data was obtained to enable validation of a clear trend. Here it should be
noted that other important differences in SC performance not captured in this type
of experiment can exist, such as long term stability. For low quality devices such
as those made in this project, these differences are small as compared to random
differences in quality between samples. However, it can still be an important factor
to further investigate, as any slight improvement in performance is valuable in the
development of high performance devices.

There are only very few pure bromide devices that can be compared and the differ-
ences in performance between drip times are also mainly between batches, meaning
it is unclear if the observed differences are actually a result of drip timing. We can
see that the current density seems to be slightly higher using an earlier AS drop.
Also considering the SEM images of pure bromide samples in the SI, Fig. S1, where
the film is smoother for the 5 s AS timing, it looks like the 5 s timing gives somewhat
better results than 15 s drip time. For the Xsol = 0.3 mix, most of the devices with
tAS = 10 s have slightly higher JSC and VOC than those with tAS = 30 s. For the
Xsol = 0.6, the opposite can be observed and it looks like for this mix the later 30 s
timing could be preferable.

For the Xsol = 0.7 mix, the functioning devices for tAS >10 s are too few to make a
comparison between timings in terms of device performance. As can be seen in Fig.
S12 in SI:5, there are in total 18 devices (3 samples) fabricated for tAS = 10 s and
for tAS >10 s respectively. Among these, the 10 s timing produced 78% functioning
devices while the the tAS >10 s samples only resulted in 11% functioning devices.
This could mean that for the shorter timing it is more likely for a higher quality
perovskite film to form, leading to functioning devices. This would be in agreement
with the film quality seen in the SEM images. It may be that the poorer film quality
for the 30 s and 55 s AS timings can be translated to a lower film quality also on
device level with lower average performance and lower yield of functioning devices.
The same reasoning cannot be applied on the 100% iodide devices based on these
results, since in this case there was only one single sample fabricated with tAS <30 s.

Overall it looks like an early AS drop can be favorable for perovskites with high
bromide content where the perovskite phase is formed directly. For the halide ratios
with more iodide, for which we suspect that a solvate phase first forms (alone or
simultaneously as a perovskite phase) based on the results from Rehermann et al.
[17], the results are inconsistent. This could be due to more complicated interactions
with the AS when the film formation path involves more steps.
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Figure 4.5: Device performance in terms of JSC (left) and VOC (right) for different AS
drip times for each halide mix, Xsol = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.7 and 1. Batches are differentiated
by color.
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4.2 Device behaviour for varying halide composi-

tions

The plots in this section, seen in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, are based on the same solar
cells from batch 1-3 as were presented in the previous section. The plots only include
the results of those devices that I have assessed to have an acceptable JV-behaviour
and only those made with standard device layout, without any IM. In the boxplots
the devices of each halide ratio are presented together regardless of batch or AS drip
time, but they are differentiated by JV-scan direction. In the plots to the right, the
same devices are plotted individually, each plotted data point represent the mean
value of the forward and reverse JV-scan of that particular device. Batch numbers
are there differentiated by color where the first, second and third batch are plotted
in blue, red, and green respectively.

While the expected pattern is that the VOC will decrease with an increasing ratio of
iodide, as the VOC is related to the bandgap, the results do not show consistency in
this regard. It is especially noteworthy that the 60% iodide samples have a slightly
higher median VOC compared to the 30% iodide sample. In general the 60% mix
samples show comparatively good performance. This could be related to high film
quality. Although the SEM images from the previous section show some defects
and morphological inhomogeneity, the result is very consistent with the images on
device level presented in the next chapter, where the 60% mix sample has a lower
film hole ratio compared to other halide mixes. This could be an explanation of
the relatively high performance of the devices of this mix compared to the other
mixed samples. In comparison to the 60% mix, it should be noted that especially
devices from the third batch show high performance, while for the 70% mix, there
are no devices from the third batch and if only devices from batch 1-2 were included,
the difference in performance would be smaller. The double-pathway crystallization
process where both a perovskite phase and an intermediate solvate phase are formed
simultaneously, expected in the 30 and 60% iodide samples based on the results in
the Rehermann et al. study [17], could lead to greater ionic inhomogeneity which
in turn would lead to reduced VOC , but this can not be detected on device level,
rather it is the 70% sample that shows a comparatively low voltage.

The current density generally shows an expected pattern with higher iodide con-
tent leading to a higher JSC , except for the 70% mix which shows a lower current
compared to the 60% mix. It is worth to note that the 60% mix generally has a
negative hysteresis index, and excluding the third batch which is not scanned in
the same direction order as the first and second, this is especially apparent. The
deviating hysteresis behaviour is however likely non-generalizable since this result
mainly stems from unreasonably negative HI on a single sample from the first batch.
Excluding this single sample, the HI behaviour is similar to that of the 30% mix. It
is important to remember that the different scan direction order used for batch 1-2
and batch 3 respectively, means that especially hysteresis index can not be fairly
compared between the batches.

Overall what stands out from the results is the generally low performance of the
70% devices. This could be due to poor film quality, however from the SEM images
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in this chapter as well as the cross sectional SEM images in the next section, the
70% mix does not seem to result in worse film quality than many of the other mixes.
Due to the few 70% devices characterized, we cannot statistically verify that the
performance is lower for this mix.

Figure 4.6: Device performance for each halide ratio, left images showing statistical plots
with forward and reverse scan direction differentiated and the right images showing the
same data with single devices plotted, colors showing the three batches included. The plots
show VOC , JSC and FF from top to bottom.
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Figure 4.7: Device performance for each halide ratio, left images showing statistical plots
with forward and reverse scan direction differentiated and the right images showing the
same data with single devices plotted, colors showing the three batches included. The
upper plots show PCE and the plots beneath show HI.

4.3 Interface modifiers

In the second study of the project we used IMs between the SnO2 contact layer and
the perovskite layer in order to see what impact it had on film quality and device
performance for perovskites with different halide ratios. In this part, 80% iodide
was used instead of 70% in order to achieve a more even spread of mixes.

Initially three different alkali salts were tried as IMs, KNO3 in the third SC batch
and KCl and NaCl in the fourth batch. As there are no SEM images of the fourth
batch and the device level performance seemed to be the same or worse with these
modifiers, the results presented only include the third batch where samples were
made either with KNO3 as IM or without any IM.
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4.3.1 Film quality (SEM)

SEM images with a side view of the solar cell samples from batch 3, see Fig. 4.8,
show the resulting film quality with and without KNO3 as IM for each halide mix.

Figure 4.8: Cross sectional SEM images of SCs with and without KNO3 as IM for each
halide mix. Two images with different magnifying levels are included for each solar cell.

From these images the hole fraction of the perovskite film was estimated by mea-
suring the added distance of holes in the perovskite film just above the contact layer
below, i.e. the distance where the perovskite film visibly is not in contact with the
contact layer. The hole fraction on the image was squared to obtain an estimate
of hole fraction per area. For each studied sample there are two images, one with
magnifying level of 10,000x and one with 30,000x. Since the two images do not over-
lap, the hole fraction estimates from each of them are considered as separate data
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sets which are combined to obtain the best hole fraction estimate for the sample,
as presented in Fig 4.9. To give equal consideration per length unit of the sample,
the estimated value from the images with 10,000x magnifying level are valued three
times higher in the calculation of the combined estimates. From the estimated hole
fractions from the two images of each sample, which can be seen in SI:6, Fig. S14,
it is clear that the overall film quality of a sample cannot be accurately estimated
from a single image since the estimation differs greatly between the two images. The
holes of the films are evidently too unevenly distributed in order for one image to
accurately represent the overall film quality and hole fraction of the sample. Since
combining the two available images only gives slightly better statistics of the films,
the combined estimates can also not be assumed to accurately represent the film as
a whole.

For the pure bromide perovskite as well as the 60% iodide mix it seems like the
hole fraction will be quite low independently of IM, while the 30% and 80% mixes
have a higher hole fraction. However, the combined estimate shows that the hole
fractions of the samples where KNO3 is used as an IM are lower for all mixes except
60%, where the hole fraction is very low for both samples. The results from this
study are not reliable enough to conclude the influence of an KNO3 IM, as evident
from the inconsistency in estimated hole fraction between the two SEM images of
each of the samples, but the estimation suggests that the IM can improve film qual-
ity by reducing the hole fraction of the film for either some or all halide mixes.

From the results it also seems like some halide mixes, especially 30% iodide, are
more likely to form perovskite films in poor contact with the underlying layer while
the 60% mix seem to easily form perovskites in good contact with the underlaying
layer. The clear difference between these two mixes is especially interesting since
they are expected to take similar film formation routes according to the results in
the Rehermann et al. [17] study.

Figure 4.9: Hole fraction of film area at interface estimated from cross sectional SEM
images of devices with halide ratios of Xsol = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8 and 1. The blue dots
represent devices with no IM and the red dots represent devices with KNO3 used as an IM.
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4.3.2 Device performance

In batch 3 and 4 with solar cells, devices were fabricated using either no IM or with
KNO3, KCl or NaCl as IM. The iodide ratios used were Xsol = 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8 and
1. The results presented in this section are also based only on those devices I esti-
mated to have a reasonable JV-behaviour. In the batches presented in this chapter,
SCB3-4, we did not manage to produce any functional devices with pure bromide
perovskite without any IM. For this single case, the result presented in the plots are
based on the devices from batch 1-2.

For the open circuit voltage, the median value of the devices with KNO3 used as an
IM is higher for all halide mixes as compared to the median value for devices fabri-
cated without the us of an IM. In all cases except for the 60% iodide mix, devices
with this IM also had a higher VOC than the devices with the other tested IMs.
KNO3 being the preferred IM is consistent with previous results [1]. The higher
VOC for devices with KNO3 can be related to the higher film quality suggested from
the results of the SEM images.

As we can see, it is only for the open circuit voltage that we observe a consis-
tent behaviour with respect to the use of an IM and performance for the different
halide ratios. For most of the halide ratios in batch 3-4, the results are mixed re-
garding performance parameters and IMs. However for the pure iodide mix, the
devices fabricated using KNO3 seem to perform better in all parameters studied as
compared to devices without IM. As seen in figure 4.11 and 4.10, devices with KNO3

have a higher efficiency, JSC , VOC and FF, and a lower hysteresis index compared
to the devices without IM.

Comparing the results of the devices with the film quality based on the hole fraction
estimates in Fig. 4.9, there seems to be a slight correlation between device perfor-
mance and a higher film coverage, where the IM case which gave a higher coverage
is the same that leads to a higher device efficiency for all halide ratios except for
the 80% iodide mix.

These results suggest that using KNO3 as an IM is beneficial for overall device
performance for devices with pure iodide perovskites, which is in line with the re-
sults in the Dagar et al. [1] study. The perovskites used in that study had a high
iodide content, the pure iodide mix in this project being the closest in composition.
Since the results regarding which IM, if any, that leads to the best performance
regarding efficiency, JSC , VOC , FF and HI are mixed for the other halide ratios, it
seems like the beneficial effect that KNO3 has on the pure iodide perovskite devices,
cannot be translated to all perovskite mixes. Regarding the other halide ratios,
which IM, if any, that most benefits device performance cannot be concluded from
the results of this study, although it seems that a KNO3 treatment of the interface
is beneficial for VOC for all halide ratios. Further studies are needed to confirm that
the benefit of adding KNO3 depends on halide ratio, and if this is the case, to find
out the cause of this difference.
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Figure 4.10: Statistical plots of VOC , JSC and FF for devices with and without KNO3 as
IM for each halide ratio.
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Figure 4.11: Statistical plots of PCE (upper plot) and HI (lower plot) for devices with and
without KNO3 as IM for each halide ratio.
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4.4 Discussion on methods

Within the scope of this master’s thesis project, many experiments were carried
out during a time period of just a few weeks. This has many advantages in terms
of personal learning, as I learned about many more characterization methods etc.
than the few that got included in the report. The drawback is that there was limited
possibilities to adapt the upcoming experiments to previous results or lack thereof.
The result of this is firstly that only a few of the performed experiments could be
part of the report. Secondly, few if any of the results from the experiments are based
on data that are sufficient both in terms of quality and quantity that conclusions
can be drawn with high certainty. Instead, all results need to be considered only as
guidance or hints for future, more thorough, experimental investigations.

In the data from the JV-measurements, which constitute a large part of the measure-
ments that have been analyzed and presented, the noise in the data, caused mainly
by low quality of the devices, was too high to detect any patterns that depend on
the studied parameters. Due to this, some of the noise had to be removed in order
to receive any valuable results.

In lack of more objective methods to evaluate the quality of each data point in-
cluded, this was done by visually assessing each JV-curve and how far it deviates
from the expected characteristic solar cell behavior where too much deviation meant
that the device was removed from the presented data. Details about how this was
carried out can be seen in SI:4. Since the resulting performance parameters can
take any value, low or high, for ”broken” solar cells with deviating JV-behaviour,
it is not enough to sort them based on the values of these parameters. The lack of
objectivity in this manual sorting process adds to the uncertainty of the results. A
method to do the sorting automatically or with fixed, quantitatively based criteria
would have helped to increase the credibility of the presented results.
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5

Conclusions

The results from this project do in several cases suggest some patterns regarding
how film quality and device performance may be related to halide ratio and film
formation conditions such as AS treatment and the underlying surface. Some of
these observations as well as suggestions for further research are presented below.

5.1 Empirical observations

Film formation with antisolvent

• AS treatment seems to be beneficial for formation of perovskite films with high
coverage. This could be observed from both the in-situ experiments as well
as from the SEM images of resulting films. A likely explanation is that an
AS drop helps the formation of seed crystals at an early stage of the drying
process which helps the formation of a closed, homogeneous film.

• The timing of the AS drop seem to have some influence on the resulting film
as well as on device performance. Since the differences in results between AS
timings for the same halide mix from the experiments both on film and device
level are so slight, this effect is probably not overwhelmingly large, but can be
important to consider for high performance devices.

• Which AS timing that leads to the highest film quality and highest device
performance seems to be dependent on the halide mix and is not obvious from
the results. It seems like perovskites with high bromide content benefit from
an early AS drop while the results vary for perovskites with higher iodide
content. The inconclusiveness of these results can be due to the fact that the
interactions between the AS and the precursor solution are more complex with
the formation of a solvate phase involved.

• The high iodide mixes with ≥ 70% that do not form a perovskite phase when
spin coated without AS treatment according to the Rehermann et al. [17]
study also do not form a perovskite phase during spin coating when treated
with AS. Since the AS removes solvents from the ions forming the perovskite, it
could be argued that AS treatment would prevent the formation of the solvate
phase, but it seems that also with AS treatment the formation of the solvate
phase during spin coating is still the most thermodynamically benefical for
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high iodide compositions. AS treatment seems to be beneficial for the film
quality also for these mixes where initially only a solvate phase is formed.

• When an AS drop is set around the natural crystallization onset of the per-
ovskite precursor solution, the crystallization process is more rapid as com-
pared to a non treated sample.

• In most of the cases in the in-situ UV-vis experiment the AS induces crystal-
lization immediately after being dripped on the sample during spin coating,
however; a couple of exceptions could be found. It is not clear from the results
if it is important for film quality that the AS induces crystallization directly,
to answer this further experiments are needed. Studying this further could
reveal if there is an earliest AS timing for each of the ionic compositions that
results in immediate crystallization and how this is, if at all, related to the
natural crystallization onset of the ionic composition, the competing formation
pathways of the perovskite, and to the type of AS.

• The underlying surface that the perovskite is spin coated onto seems to in-
fluence the film formation and the effect seems to be halide ratio depent. In
general, the difference in film quality between the samples with and without
AS treatment is smaller for the samples spin coated on SnO2. This suggests
that the results from experiments of film formation on plain glass substrate
can not be directly translated to results on device level where the perovskite
is spin coated on other layers of the device.

Device performance related to halide composition

• When comparing device performance between perovskites with different halide
ratios, the experiments show better performance for the 60% iodide perovskite
mix as compared to the 70% iodide mix. Further experiments including a larger
number of tested devices would be needed to statistically verify a higher perfor-
mance of devices with the 60% as compared to the 70% iodide mix. Including
more iodide to bromide ratios would be needed to confirm if this is related to
differences in crystallization pathways where AS treatment potentially is more
beneficial when a perovskite phase forms during spin coating.

• For devices with the 30% and 60% iodide mixes that are expected to form via
two simultaneous crystallization pathways, possibly leading to ionic inhomo-
geneity that promotes Hoke effect, there is no sign of a lower VOC . Rather it
is the 70% mix that shows a comparatively low VOC . What can be observed
comparing the batches within the 60% iodide mix, is that the devices with
the highest absolute value of HI, indicating lower stability, are also the devices
with the lowest VOC .

Interface modifiers

• Using KNO3 as an IM seems to lead to a higher ratio of contact between the
perovskite layer and the underlying transport layer for the MAPb(Ix, Br1-x)3
perovskite series by reducing the amont of holes in the film at the interface.
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• It seems to be a clear difference in layer contact ratio between perovskites
depending on halide mix, regardless of IM.

• On a device level, KNO3 as IM seem to improve VOC compared to using no
IM. For other performance parameters, the results vary.

• For the pure iodide perovskite, KNO3 as IM seems to be beneficial compared
to using no IM regarding all performance parameters (VOC , JSC , FF, PCE
and HI). Since there is no clear difference in overall performance for the other
halide ratios investigated, this suggests that the benefit of a specific IM might
be dependent on which ionic composition of the perovskite that is used.

5.2 Future prospects

Further studying the film formation conditions for mixed halide perovskites could
give many valuable insights for the development of highly efficient perovskite solar
cells with improved stability under operating conditions. Many of the experiments
within this project could be further developed to contribute to this development.
Following are a few examples of what I would suggest to study further based on
insights from this project.

• Investigating the influence of AS timing on device level with cross sectional
SEM imaging as was used to study the influence of IM in this project.

• Developing the first experiment with in-situ UV-vis using a range of AS drip
times to find out which is the most beneficial for a particular halide mix and
further investigating the conditions for immediate crystallization onset after
AS is dripped.

• Using in-situ UV-vis tracking to see how the annealing process might be dif-
ferent after AS treatment compared to for non-treated samples to give further
insights into how AS treatment affects the film formation process.

• Studying the effect of KNO3 on high iodide perovskites using several halide
mixes with high iodide content to see how the benefits of the IM possibly are
related to iodide content.
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